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A great number of articles written on the topic of the Korteweg-de Vries equation on the real 
line restrict themselves to the study of regular exponentially decaying at infinity solutions, as it 
is common belief that only such solutions are of interest in applications [1-5]. 
We are going to show in this paper that some singular slowly decaying at infinity solutions 
exhibit strikingly interesting properties closely related to the fundamentals of quantum theory. 
This suggests that these solutions may actually be of more importance to applications than 
regular exponentially decaying at infinity ones. 
Recall that modern physics is based on an interplay between the concepts of a particle and a 
wave, and a wave-particle is something that has properties of both, but is exactly neither one of 
them; it is a packet of waves. 
Whether the wave-particles xhibit their particle or wave nature depends on the relative mag- 
nitude of their de Broglie length in comparison with the physical dimensions of the environment 
in which they are found. For de Broglie lengths that are much smaller than the dimensions of 
apertures and obstacles, diffraction and other wave effects are not usually observed. However, for 
de Broglie lengths which are of the same order as the dimensions of the objects the wave-particle 
interact with, diffraction and interference ffects become quite important while the geometric 
optics approximation becomes meaningless. The phenomenon of diffraction was first observed 
for light as a rainbow by primeval man, then for X-rays by M. Von Laue, and later for elec- 
trons by C. J. Davisson and G. P. Thomson. It occurs when a wave-particle interacts with an 
object producing waves of the type pe ~(kx-~t+~), p > 0. Two such waves pie ~(klx-~lt+~l) and 
p2e ~(k2x-W2t+~2) in turn interact with each other, provided kl = k2, Wl = w2, and ~ol - ~2 = ~rn 
to produce a wave [Pl + (-1)np2]e i(klx-wlt+~l). The latter interaction of the two waves, known as 
linear interference, can result in amplification or annihilation of certain components of the orig- 
inal wave-particle in certain regions of space, giving us numerous diffraction patterns known in 
physics [6]. The phenomena of diffraction and interference have been used to characterize waves, 
and essentially serve to define a wave as something that exhibits interference and diffraction 
effects. 
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What  is interesting is that  certain solutions of KdV exhibit a behavior very similar to interfer- 
ence and that  is what we are going to discuss here. 
The Korteweg-de Vries equation 
ut + 6uux + Uxxx = 0, lim u(t, x) = 0 
X -"* -I- O0 
(1) 
has a family of explicit solutions given by [1-5] 
d 2 
u = 2-r-~ In det A, 
ax  ~ 
(2) 
where A is an (2N + M)  x (2N + M)  matr ix  with entries 
Anm = 6nra + , (3a) 
~n + ~m 
satisfying 
t~2q-1 = igq + 6a, t~2q = - ieq + 6q, J32q-i = 26e 2ieq%+p~e~, /32q = 26e -2~e~% +pqe~, (3b) 
gq,6q > O for l < q < N and /~n, ~n>0for2N+l<n<2N+M.  
These solutions describe motion and interaction of N breathers and M solitons. In the case of 
N = 1, M = 0, we obtain a one-breather solution 
"cos 2A(7 + 12~2t - 4•2t - x) - cosh 2~(p + 4~2t - 12)~2t - x ) ]  2 
U = - -2  -s~'n 2A~---~"~2~2-'~"~-~_4A2"~-_'~ 4"~t - ' l - '~"A '~ ' t  --'~ J 2A 2~ (4) 
F2A sin 2A(7 + 12~2t - 4A2t - x) + 2~ sinh 2~(p + 4~2t - 12A2t - x ) l  
- 2 " Tn • 
J 2A 2~ 
Passing to the limit as 6 --* 0 in (4), we obtain 
8& sin 2g(4&t + x -7 )  [ 1 _.cos 2e(_4/_2t._+ x_  _7 ) ]2 
u = - sin 2g(4g2t + x - 7) - 2g( 12e2t + x - p) 8e2 [sin 2g(4g2t + x - 7) - 2g( 12e2t + x - p)  ' 
(5) 
which are the solutions we are interested in. They are neither regular nor exponential ly decaying 
at infinity. Because of their similarity to linear harmonics, we will call them nonlinear harmonics 
with the wave number  g or simply t-harmonics. 
The solution of (1) describing motion and interaction of N distinct nonlinear harmonics can 
also be obtained by taking 
d 2 det A 
u = 2~x ~ In lim (6) 
e-*0 6 N ' 
with the matr ix  A given by (3) and M -- 0, 61 . . . . .  6N = 6. 
For the case N -- 2, formulas for u simplify to the form 
where 
d 2 
u(t, x) = 2~-~x 2 In v, r = 7"1v2 - q2, (7a) 
r = p - 12£2t - x + sin 2g(^/+ 4&t + x) = lira detA  (7b) 
2g ~--.0 6 
sin 2gk (Tk + 4g2t + x) k = 1, 2 (7c) 
vk = Pk -- 12g~t -- x -- 2gk ' 
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and 
sin (tl ("/1 + 4£~t + x) - £2 (if2 + 4~t + x)) 
q = . 
sin (gl ('Yl + 45~t + x) + g2 ('Y2 + 4g~t + x)).l 
~I + e2 J 
(Td) 
Simple analysis of (7) gives us the following theorem. 
THEOREM. During interaction described by (7), two nonlinear harmonics with distinct wave 
numbers move in the same direction with the faster one approaching and passing the slower one. 
The interaction results in no changes to the phases ~1, "y2 and displacements Pl, P2. 
Proof is similar to that of the theorem describing interaction of two solitons and is given in [7,8]. 
What is much more interesting is the case when g2 = gl and "Y2e2 - ~/l i l+rn. The corresponding 
solution of (1) describes uperposition of two nonlinear harmonics with the same wave number 
in phase or in counter phase. To see what exactly happens, we take limits of (Ta) as 12 ~ ~1, 
while keeping ~/~ = (~/1~1 + rn)/g2. The answer turns out to be a single nonlinear harmonic (5) 
with g = ~1, "~ = ~'1 and P12 ---- PlP2/(Pl -~ (-1)Up2). 
Let us take a finite region l~ far away from the poles of both nonlinear harmonics. For simplic- 
ity's sake, we can choose ~2 = {x,t I Ix[ <- X, 0 < t < T} and Pl,p2,p12 >> X,T .  Then in 12, the 
first and second original harmonics are equal to 
4~1 s in2gl (4g~tx-7 l )  
Pk 
i.e., up to the terms of order O(1/pk), they are oscillatory waves of amplitude 1/pk with k 
correspondingly 1 and 2. 
The nonlinear harmonic obtained as the result of their superposition is equal in ~ to 
4~1 sin 2~1(4~21 t T x - ~/1) 
P12 
+o(5) 
i.e., the same oscillatory wave with an amplitude 1/p12 = 1/pl + (-1)'~(1/p2). So, far away from 
the poles, nonlinear interference essentially becomes its linear namesake. 
If we have a "beam" of "coherent" harmonics and an object that changes phases of some of 
the harmonics by rn,  we may observe amplification or reduction in density of the "beam" after 
its interaction with the object. If we have a "white beam" which includes all harmonics in about 
the same proportion, harmonics of different frequencies may interact with the object differently, 
resulting in amplification of the amplitude for some of them and reduction for the others. The 
resulting "beam" may no longer be '~hite," which is essentially the one-dimensional analogue of 
diffraction [6]. The wave-like properties of (5) are a direct consequence of harmonic's asymptotic 
behaviour at infinity. 
Just like particles, (5) also have clearly defined centers which can serve to describe their loca- 
tions. 
The wave (5) is essentially a big "hole" in the medium propagating and oscillating at the same 
time with the oscillations creating ripples on both sides of the "hole." This sounds surprisingly 
similar to the Dirac's point of view of electrons as wave-particles that are "holes" in vacuum. 
Of course, it would be extremely naive to think that (5) can be associated with electrons or any 
other particles for that matter, but the similarity is extremely interesting. It is the "nonlinear 
harmonics" of the integrable systems of quantum mechanics and particle physics that might be 
associated with some elementary particles. 
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